Vu-vu-zela?

A brief study on the history
and background ...
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The Priestly Blessing ...
Numbers 6:24-26

“24 The LORD bless thee, and keep thee:
25 The LORD make his face shine upon
thee, and be gracious unto thee: 26 The
LORD lift up his countenance upon thee,
and give thee peace.”
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The Priestly Blessing ...
Hebraic Translation

"Yahweh will kneel before you presenting
gifts, and He will guard you with a hedge
of protection, Yahweh will illuminate the
wholeness of His Being toward you,
bringing order, and He will provide you
with love, sustenance, and friendship,
Yahweh will lift up the wholeness of His
Being and look upon you, and He will set
in place all you need to be whole and
complete."
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History and background of
the vuvuzela …

For all those not familiar … a vuvuzela (vuzuzula) is one of the names for the
plastic trumpets currently being sold in preparation for the 2010 World Cup.
The kudu is sacred to the Zulu people, said “to walk the way of the snake” and
nobody can trust him! The name “kuduzulu” comes from this mythology.
Compared to real life, the kudu will be similar to someone seeking favors all
the time, and by doing people favors, he will quickly move up the ranks
through undeserved promotions.
The kudu moves between the female herds showing off his horns/antlers.
When a female kudu comes into oestris, he quickly and quietly mates and
rapidly moves on to the next female.

This is simply a symbol of the fertility god Baal!
Seeing the “antlers” as part of the definition, I knew that the kudu horns were
in fact the same as the antler and horn symbol of the fertility power of the
Celtic shaman god Cernunnos – meaning, the “one who wears the horns”.
They were manifestations of the horned god, the primal power of nature
expressed through the bull or kudu, the unstoppable power of a charging
herd. The raw virility of a roaring stag, the Minoan bull and the god Pan, god
of the witches, and so forth.
The two horns symbolize the supreme leader, his great martial prowess, and
divine origins … but also the powers of sorcery, as seen in the image of the
“sorcerer” in the cave art of ‘Les Trois Freres, at Arriege, France.

The two horns symbolize kundalini power: the two horns [serpents] coming
out of the head. It is a sign or symbol of full initiation, the power of the beast.
Horns do not shed, but grow continuously. Thus they are a symbol of the
immortality of the horned god and his sexual powers, and the powers of
longevity. However, there are images of the horned god being a “goddess”,
she who holds the horn of plenty. This is the goddess Venus. She is the
partner, wife, lover, mother, of this god – one who gives him birth! Kudu-zulu
was also the King of Elam in Babylonian Persia!

The vuzuzulu …
The vuzuzulu, vuzuzela, or vuvuzela is in fact called the descendant of the
kudu or antelope horn, which is its ancestor. This is a link to the ancestors.
The vuzuzulu is called the “ixilongo” in Xhosa, “mhalamhala” in Tshivenda,
and blown to summon African villagers to meetings. It is an instrument used
to gather the collective community for a spiritual purpose, not simply for sport.
Later versions were made of tin, and now the vuzuzulu is made of plastic.
The trumpet became so popular at football matches in the late 1990’s that a
company was formed in 2001 – Masincedane Sport – in order to mass
produce them. Now made in plastic, these trumpets are back in a myriad of
colors, depending on the soccer team.
The word vuzuzulu may come from the Zulu word meaning “making noise”.
Others say it is from the township slang related to ”shower” because it
“showers people with music like rain”, and because it looks like a showerhead
[this is a link to water spirits].
It is also called the “lepatata”, the Setswana name meaning “the blowing or
stadium horn”. They are the African equivalent of foghorns, emitting a deep
jarring sound, mimicking an elephant.

According to African folklore: “a baboon is killed by a lot of noise”. So during
the last quarter of the match, supporters blow the vuzuzulu to “kill off” their
opponents! This is black magic! They say that the horn was used in war in
Africa and still used to mark celebrations.
Chris Massah Malawai, a company owner producing the horns, says that:
“This is our voice. We sing through it. The vuzuzulu is part of my life”. He
and his trumpet are inseparable.

On May 15th 2004, when South Africa announced that it would host the 2010
World Cup, 20, 000 horns were sold that day alone! The companies hope to
sell at least 1, 000, 000 by 2010, and have had numerous requests from other
countries to order them. They currently manufacture 1, 000 per day, and as
the World Cup draws closer, companies plan to increase production to 2, 000
horns a day.
The Vuzuzela Hotline and Masincedane Sport CC have entered into a
strategic alliance in “taking the vuzuzulu to the world”. Masincedane is a local
sports promotion company in Khayletisha. Below is a quote from the website:
“It is the unmistakable voice of the ancestors soaring above the
excited cheers of the supporters. Just one horn can cut through
the crowd and make a huge noise and when the whole stadium
is involved the impact is incredible.
The product that can
empower an individual to be heard. Blowing the vuvuzela can
have an effect”.

Many nations – including FIFA – want the banning of the vuzuzulu during the
World Cup 2010 because of concerns that hooligans could use then as
weapons or businesses for advertising. Sepp Blatter opposes the ban, giving
them his backing saying that they are important part of South Africa’s football
culture. As of this article, the debate still rages whether the horns will be
banned or not.

What psychiatrists have to say …
The noise emitted from the horns are said to be 120 decibels. Some
psychiatrists are saying that the intense noise can cause insane rage in
humans not only because it is so loud … but it is constantly off pitch and thus
offensive to the senses. The levels of noise emitted by them corporately can
also cause hearing loss especially if they are blown close to the ears. There
are repeated descriptions on the internet saying that they sound like the
deadly humming of a nest of angry bees!

Shembe connection …
Another interesting connection is to the Shembe. In 1910, Isaiah Shembe
founded the Nazareth Baptist Church and the religion now called Shembe. It
is a loose combination of Zulu culture and Old Testament Christianity, built
around the healing powers of the founder and the direct line of communication
that he claimed to have with God.
“Jesus was for Israel, we believe that Isaiah Shembe is an
African prophet on a higher level than Jesus”.

Each year spurred on by the throbbing sound of the vuzuzulu, the followers
retrace the steps of their founder in a grueling three-day barefoot march to the
Holy Mountain of Mount Nhlangakasi, north of Durban, in KwaZulu- Natal.
Here enclosed in “green caskets”, four priests carry the church’s own “last
supper” enclosed in them. Behind them row after row of pilgrims blow the
vuzuzulu. Some estimates are that 300, 000 gather there blowing their
vuzuzulus.
They call this the African religion and believe that football is stealing from the
Shembe for these are their shofars!

The Shembe say that they “lost the battle” with the vuzuzulu in 1990 when the
Kaiser Chiefs visited the church and unable to take their long metal trumpets
into the stadium they, the Kaiser Chiefs, had them remodeled in plastic!
The Shembe leadership spokesman, Enoch Mthembu, says that before the
World Cup they are going to instruct their lawyers to stop them playing the
vuzuzulu, for the vuzuzulu belongs to their church, it is their holy sound!
However in 2004, Nelson Mandela ordered hundreds to be taken to Zurich to
support the 2010 bid. Trevor Manuel blew one as did Ebrahim Rasool, and
Putco Mafani – communications manager for Kaiser Chiefs – have endorsed it
as the “shower head” because it “showers people with music”, despite
international protests about them, regarding the noise making it difficult for the
players to communicate.

History of horns …
Horns have been used for generations for many reasons, some of the earliest
were the cornucopia or horn of plenty, a symbol of fruitfulness and plenty. It
was the emblem of many deities: Bacchus, Ceres, the river gods, Plenty,
Constancy, Fortune, and so forth. When Zeus [Jupiter] was playing with
Amanthea, the goat who suckled him, he accidentally broke off her horn. To
make amends he promised that thereafter the horn would be always filled with
whatever fruit she desired, symbolizing the unasked profusion of the gods and
goddesses.
The horn of plenty belonged to the river god Achelous, the greatest river in
Greece. He was the son of Ocean and the sea goddess Tethys, the eldest of
3, 000 rivers and countless springs … so there is a very definite connection to
water spirits! Like all water gods, he could change into whatever shape he
wanted. When fighting with Herakles [also known as Hercules], he changed
into a bull.

Depending on the various versions of myths, the horn and it’s filling comes
from the sky or the waters and the very rain that feeds the waters. It became
the very symbol of generosity, of public prosperity and good fortune, of hard
work and foresight which are the springs of Plenty, of Hope, and Charity, the
autumn harvest and hospitality.

Horns were natural instruments. The simplest type of trumpet was made out
of a horn or the shell of an animal. They formed a megaphone into which the
voice of one spoke or sang. The intention was to distort the voice, bring a
harsh unnatural sound to ward off evil spirits, to disconcert their enemies.
They were military instruments, quite literally “weapons of war”, but also
instruments used in magic and religious ceremonies and in the chase and/or
hunt.
The reveille at sunset, the last post at sunset, and taps at funerals evolved
from these ancient rituals.
•

The Sumerian horn was the si.

•

The Jewish was the shofar.

•

The Indian shringa.

•

The Greek Keras or Salpinx, the war trumpet called the “shatterer” or
“thunderer”. At the Olympic games in 396 BC, they introduced the
contest of the salpinx. The participants were judged not on their
musical skill, but on the volume they generated [overtones of the
vuzuzulu!].

Other examples of horn:
•

Latin Cornu,

•

German Stierhorn,

•

Swiss Alphorn,

•

Australian Digeridoe,

•

Ugandan Arupepe,

•

Molimo of the Congo,

•

Egyptian Sheneb trumpets, similar to these were used in Babylonia
and Assyria,

•

And so forth.

The earliest horns were made of gourds, conch shells, bamboo, ivory tusks,
clay, and both human and animal bones. The latter were shamanic trumpets
called Bon or Dun in Tibet. They were used by the Romans to sound charge
and retreat, to direct the motions of soldiers, to signal charge, halt or retreat.
They form the basis for the tuba. The terrible tone was called “horriblis”,
“terriblis”, “raucus” [raucous], “rudis” [coarse], and “stridulus” [shrieking], for
they made such an awful noise.
In Arabic, the words are “Qama” and “Sur”, thought to be descendants of the
Mesopotamian instruments, these are the terms for the “last trump” that will
announce judgment! Interestingly the shofar of Yemen is also the kudu horn.

In Sierra Leone and Ghana, the horn is the insignia of paramount chiefs,
symbols of high office, and many have the names of their owner inscribed on
them.
In Nubia, horns stuffed with straw were a symbol of kingship [this was the
same as the Celtic Cernunnos].
Michael Angelo sculpted Moses with two horns because they were associated
with fertility, authority, and power. Alexander the Great was depicted with two
horns, as did shamans and priests – they formed a type of crown.
The “beast of the sea”, the false prophet, has two horns in Revelations, who
looks like a lamb but is in fact the false Christ!
Behind the symbol of the double axe, lies the
two horns of power, the symbol of power but
also the power to kill. The two horns represent
the lunar power of the moon, and it is connected
to the blood-rites of vampires.
It is the symbol of the cult horns of the bull, cow,
or kudu – the horns of kingship, but also of the
goddess who swings the double axe. She is
depicted with two double axes in her raised
hands, instruments of her divine power –
kundalini power! In Africa, “axe” is the actual
word used for the “fourth” occult power or
kundalini energy.

Loud Noise, music, and trance states …
We would like to touch very briefly on the association of loud noise, music,
and trance states of altered consciousness, the instruments playing an
important role in triggering trance in the adepts.
Often the musicians
themselves do not enter into trance, for they are usually bloodline adepts
[already possessed] who have the ability to summon the gods. They are
rather the officiates in a state of possession who are “musi-cating” through
lucid forms of possession, in order to induce trance states in others.
This is the case all over Africa and most of trance culture in the rest of the
world. There is always an adept [teacher] and initiate [pupil]. Trance states
are states of altered consciousness, which corresponds to the psycho
physiological disposition innate in human nature. The word “trance” includes
states of ecstacy – extase; trance – transe, but also “crisis” or “fits”.
Trance is defined as a sleeplike state as in deep hypnosis but also
uncontrolled states of hysteria, with either limited sensory and motor contact
or bombardment with sound, light, and crowd conditions – herd like states.

Trance states can be both open eyed and closed eyes states. Sleepwalking
is a good example.
Trance is described as a mental state characterized by profound
contemplation or arousal accompanied by a loss of sensitivity and motricity, or
frenzied activity. Trance states can be in a state of high energy, activated by
unusual circumstances, and sound or quiet states of silent “bliss”. It often
manifests as a nervous crisis and can involve spirit possession through
intense emotions, prolonged dancing, singing, hand clapping, and so forth. It
is called ecstatic crisis caused by “ecstatic theatre” or religion1.
These crisis’s or heightened states, cause what is called “union”,
“ravishment”, or frenzied behavior as in the Dionysian cults, Haitian Voodoo,
and shamanic rituals, which can often lead to blood shed.

In Greek it is called “ekstasis” or mania, agitations of a greater or lesser
degree, and often reaching a final convulsive stage. In all of these states of
altered consciousness, spirit possession can and does take place. This is
very worrying considering the incredible media hype buildup to the World Cup
and the prospect of intensified “hype” noise and crowding in the football
stadiums themselves. Below is a quote from an article on trance:
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This is exactly what happens at a football match, magnified by fancy dress, funny
hats, and theatrical make-up.

“People can trance during ritual or entertainment events, the
sound dimension operating through the harmonics of the
melodies, as well as through the physical impact of amplified
sound waves.”
These elements combine to entrain the human organism within the ‘”soundscape” created by high volume sound systems, just as monks chanting
together entrain themselves body, soul, and mind to collective harmony. If this
harmony is discordant it creates feelings of violence as seen in soccer
hooliganism.

The amplification of sound achieved by modern technology resonates
throughout the body to involve the listener in the musical sound field to
“vibrate the internal erogenous zones of the abdomen” as well as producing
light hypnosis just as the music of archaic trance ceremonies aims to do.
Music alters the “relation to the self to the world” modifying the psyche both
internally and in it’s relationship to the external space/time environment.
When amplified through drugs, alcohol, multimedia sound-scapes, rave or
sports scenes, people have ‘”life changing” experiences and in this state of
altered consciousness, the individual becomes opened to not only the group
mind, but to spiritual and mystical experiences – spirit possession!

The true horn2 …
The true horn is the ram’s horn, the horn of a wild goat. It is the shofar of the
Bible, the horn sounded in the seventh month at Yom Teruah [Feast of
Trumpets] and at the close of Yom Kippur [Day of Atonement].
It is
reminiscent of the ram caught in the thicket, tangled in the bush by its horns
during the binding of Isaac. It is the sound of God’s Provision of Perfect
Atonement.

Leviticus 25:9-10 “9 Then you shall sound abroad the loud trumpet on the
tenth day of the seventh month [almost October]; on the Day of Atonement
blow the trumpet in all your land. 10 And you shall hallow the fiftieth year and
proclaim liberty throughout all the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee
for you; and each of you shall return to his ancestral possession [which
through poverty he was compelled to sell], and each of you shall return to his
family [from whom he was separated in bond service].”
In the Scriptures, a shofar was blown to announce an important event such as
the alarm of war or the coming of peace. It is the sound of victory, as with
Joshua and the city of Jericho. Shofars were also blown to announce the
New Moon and to user in the Feasts.
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For additional study, see the book “Shofar: Instrument Of God”, available as a free
PDF download from the website, or for order from the office.

The Great Shofar was sounded during the greatest event in all Israel’s history
… the LORD’s marriage proposal to His People and the giving of the Ten
Commandments at Mount Sinai [Shavuot].
The blowing of the shofar is the only specific commandment for Yom Teruah –
the “Day of the shofar blast”.

Just as the trumpeters used to announce the presence of mortal kings, the
shofar is used by Israel to proclaim the Coronation of the King of Kings,
Y’shua the Messiah, and that God is their King.
The Sages say the shofar proclaims:
“Wake from your [moral] sleep! You are asleep! Get up from
your slumber. You are in deep sleep. Search for your behavior.
Become the best person that you can. Remember God, the
One Who created you!”
Are we not praying for The Lord to come to Cape Town? That His Presence
will fill this place? How then would we blow a vuzuzulu – a pagan horn –
instead of a shofar?

Sound the trumpet!
Fill the air with proclamations of the King!

We do indeed need to wake up!

